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Abstract Genetic predictions of height differ among human populations and these differences
have been interpreted as evidence of polygenic adaptation. These differences were first detected
using SNPs genome-wide significantly associated with height, and shown to grow stronger when
large numbers of sub-significant SNPs were included, leading to excitement about the prospect of
analyzing large fractions of the genome to detect polygenic adaptation for multiple traits. Previous
studies of height have been based on SNP effect size measurements in the GIANT Consortium
meta-analysis. Here we repeat the analyses in the UK Biobank, a much more homogeneously
designed study. We show that polygenic adaptation signals based on large numbers of SNPs below
genome-wide significance are extremely sensitive to biases due to uncorrected population
stratification. More generally, our results imply that typical constructions of polygenic scores are
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sensitive to population stratification and that population-level differences should be interpreted
with caution.
Editorial note: This article has been through an editorial process in which the authors decide how
to respond to the issues raised during peer review. The Reviewing Editor's assessment is that all
the issues have been addressed (see decision letter).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.39702.001

Introduction
Most human complex traits are highly polygenic ( Yang et al., 2010 ; Boyle et al., 2017 ). For exam-
ple, height has been estimated to be modulated by as much as 4% of human allelic
variation (Boyle et al., 2017 ; Zeng et al., 2018 ). Polygenic traits are expected to evolve differently
from monogenic ones, through slight but coordinated shifts in the frequencies of a large numbers of
alleles, each with mostly small effect. In recent years, multiple methods have sought to detect selec-
tion on polygenic traits by evaluating whether shifts in the frequency of trait-associated alleles are
correlated with the signed effects of the alleles estimated by genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) (Turchin et al., 2012 ; Berg and Coop, 2014 ; Mathieson et al., 2015 ; Robinson et al.,
2015 ; Berg et al., 2017 ; Racimo et al., 2018 ; Guo et al., 2018 ).

Here we focus on a series of recent studiesÐsome involving co-authors of the present manu-
scriptÐthat have reported evidence of polygenic adaptation at alleles associated with height in
Europeans. One set of studies observed that height-increasing alleles are systematically elevated in
frequency in northern compared to southern European populations, a result that has subsequently
been extended to ancient DNA ( Turchin et al., 2012 ; Berg and Coop, 2014 ; Mathieson et al.,
2015 ; Robinson et al., 2015 ; Berg et al., 2017 ; Racimo et al., 2018 ; Guo et al., 2018 ;
Simonti et al., 2017 ). Another study using a very different methodology (singleton density scores,
SDS) found that height-increasing alleles have systematically more recent coalescence times in the
United Kingdom (UK) consistent with selection for increased height in the last few thousand
years (Field et al., 2016a ). In the present work, we assess polygenic adaptation on human height as
a particular case of the effects that uncorrected population structure in GWAS can have on studies
of complex traits.

Most of these previous studies have been based on SNP associations and effect sizes (summary
statistics) reported by the GIANT Consortium, which most recently combined 79 individual GWAS
through meta-analysis, including a total of 253,288 individuals ( Lango Allen et al., 2010 ;
Wood et al., 2014 ). Here, we show that the selection effects described in these studies are severely
attenuated and in some cases no longer significant when using summary statistics derived from the
UK Biobank, an independent and larger study that includes 336,474 genetically unrelated individuals
who derive their recent ancestry almost entirely from the British Isles (identified as `white British
ancestry' by the UK Biobank) (Supplementary file 1 ). The UK Biobank analysis is based on a single
cohort drawn from a relatively homogeneous population enabling better control of population strati-
fication. Both datasets have high concordance even for low P value SNPs which do not reach
genome-wide significance (Figure 1Ðfigure supplement 1 ; genetic correlation between the two
height studies is 0.94 [se = 0.0078]). Despite this concordance, we observe that small but systematic
biases lead to the two datasets yielding qualitatively different conclusions with respect to signals of
polygenic adaptation.

Results

Discrepancies in GWAS: population-level differences in height
To study population level differences among ancient and present-day European samples, we began
by estimating `polygenic height scores' as sums of allele frequencies at independent SNPs weighted
by their effect sizes from GIANT. We used a set of different significance thresholds and strategies to
correct for linkage disequilibrium as employed by previous studies, and replicated their signals for
significant differences in genetic height across populations ( Turchin et al., 2012 ; Berg and Coop,
2014 ; Mathieson et al., 2015 ; Robinson et al., 2015 ; Berg et al., 2017 ; Racimo et al., 2018 ;
Guo et al., 2018 ; Simonti et al., 2017 ) (Figure 1a , Figure 1Ðfigure supplement 2 ). We then
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